TEE TIME OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Not suitable for children

For TEE + S 80 and TEE + S 55

1. The support rod must engage at the bottom of the square female housing in the rigid tip of
the soft tee.
2. This first function will allow you to push the Tee into the ground without damaging the soft
part of the Tee
3. Hold the assembly in your hand using your index and middle fingers to hold the tee with the
stem support in place at the bottom of the socket
4. Push into the ground as straight as possible until the desired height is reached ( you can
possibly rotate your wrist when inserting with the "tip/tip" anti-rotation system, in harder
floors, take your ball to be placed on the top of the rod holder, which will give you more
strength to push in the Tee. Height end caps are also usable under the same conditions as
above and your ball will be positioned at the right height for the game

Operating instructions (after installation of the Tee-time system)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove the rod holder and store it
Place your ball on the top of the soft Tee and play
Remove the soft Tee from the ground with thumb and index finger
Check that your Tee is not dirty (mud, grass etc...) otherwise clean it
Put your soft Tee back on the rod holder, and you will be ready for the next start Attention: if
the Tee does not sink properly, do not use it anymore (see maintenance section)
6. To continue playing with the Tee-time, include an additional flexible Tee in your order.

Maintenance

Clean with warm water (soaking) and rinse thoroughly, tap the Tee on a hard surface to remove dirt,
with the tip of the Tee pointing upwards

